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Abstract

The validity of image segmentation is an important issue in image processing because it has a direct impact on surgical planning. We examined classification accuracy in imaging analysis based on three two-sample validation metrics against the estimated composite latent gold standard, which was derived from several experts’ manual segmentations by an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm called STAPLE. The distribution functions of the tumor and control pixel data were parametrically assumed to be a mixture of two beta distributions with different shape parameters. We estimated the corresponding receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, Dice similarity coefficient, and mutual information, over all possible decision thresholds. Based on each validation metric, an optimal threshold was then computed via maximization. We illustrated these methods using magnetic resonance (MR) imaging data on three radiologic examples: (1) accuracy of brain tumor segmentation, (2) functional imaging for detection of brain activation, and (3) hidden gold standard in prostate peripheral zone segmentation for brachytherapy. The performances of these validation metrics were investigated via Monte-Carlo simulation. Extensions of incorporating spatial correlation structures were briefly considered under a Markov random fields model.
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